
Request for Feedback on the ‘Physics at the High Energy Frontier’ 

The European Strategy Session of CERN Council will update its strategy for European 
particle physics in 2013. The process to arrive at an updated strategy is being prepared by a 
Preparatory Group appointed by CERN Council. Similarly to the previous strategy planning 
(http://council-strategygroup.web.cern.ch/council-strategygroup/), the Preparatory Group seeks 
input from the particle physics community at large. This input shall be collected from individuals, 
informal groups of physicists, experimental collaborations, communities for future facilities and 
also from laboratories, national committees etc. The input from the younger generation is 

explicitly encouraged. 

In its first meeting on 09/09/11 the Preparatory Group formed working groups around the 

following scientific topics: 

1.  Physics at the High Energy Frontier 

2.  Strong Interaction Physics 

3.  Flavour Physics and Symmetries 

4.  Physics of Neutrinos 

5.  Astroparticle Physics, Gravitation and Cosmology 

6.  Accelerator Physics 

7.  Particle Physics Theory 

These will be complemented by more organizational topics. 

In September 2012, a broad, three-day community meeting will be held to overview the 

status and perspectives of the field and to discuss the future strategy. 

At this stage, the working group for "Physics at the High Energy Frontier" is requesting 
your input. This input will be taken note of by the Preparatory Group, will serve as input to the 
community meeting and (unless otherwise requested) will be made public at some point. The 
input should be provided in written form through the web page of the strategy update (URL of 
the present strategy exercise). Statements should be as concise as possible, and be limited to 
15 pages at most. 

 

In the context of ‘Physics at the High Energy Frontier’, we request input in particular (but 

not only) to the following questions: 

1.  What have we learned from the first data from the LHC so far which has impact 

on the future strategy? 

2.  What are the consequences to be drawn from a discovery / an exclusion of a 
SM-like Higgs boson until the end of the 2012 LHC run? How well could the 

Higgs properties be measured at LHC? 

3.  Do the exclusions of certain BSM models/parameters already have impact on the 

planning of next facilities? 



4.  Given the new input what is the physics case for LHC luminosity upgrade / linear 
collider <= 1 TeV / linear collider <= 3 TeV / higher energy hadron collider / muon 

collider? 

5.  Which kind of R&D should be pursued for both accelerators and detectors of the 

above with which priority? 

 


